Quality of diet, body position, and time after feeding influence behavioral states in low birth weight infants.
The effects of variations in carbohydrate and fat intake and body position on behavioral activity states were evaluated in 64 healthy, growing low birth weight infants (birth weight, 750-1600 g). The infants, enrolled in a prospective, randomized, double-blind, controlled study of effects of quality of dietary energy, were fed one of the five formulas. These formulas contained fixed intakes of protein (4 g/kg per day) but different intakes of carbohydrate (9.1 to 20.4 g/kg per day) and fat (4.3 to 9.5 g/kg per day). Six-hour daytime sleep studies were performed at 2-wk intervals from time of full enteral intake until discharge (mean postconceptional age at first study, 33.2 +/- 1.8 wk). Infants were randomly assigned to the prone or supine position for the first 3-h postprandial period; the position was reversed during the second 3 h. Behavioral activity state, i.e. quiet sleep (QS), active sleep, indeterminate sleep, awake, or crying was coded each minute throughout the postprandial period. The overall incidence of QS was almost double in the prone position versus the supine (p < 0.0001). In contrast, the probability of being in either of the two wakeful states (awake and crying) was increased when infants were placed in supine position (p < 0.0001). Increased likelihood of being in QS while prone was found only during the 30 min after and before feeding in a 150-min prandial cycle. In contrast, increased amounts of awake and crying in supine position were observed throughout the feeding interval. As carbohydrate intake increased, time spent in QS in supine position increased (from 8.6% to 12.5%, p < 0.02), and a trend in the same direction was noted for the prone position (p = 0.06). However, during postprandial minutes 10-100, when QS is likely to be entrained by the nutrient intake, enhancement of QS was found in the prone position only (p < 0.02). Carbohydrate intake influences the total time spent and the distribution of behavioral activity states within the postprandial period in low birth weight infants. The effect of nutrient intake on sleep profile is dependent on body position and time after feed. Mechanistic hypotheses relating sudden infant death syndrome to sleeping position may need to take these observations into account.